11 April 2019
InLinkUK and BT launch new technology to block anti-social calls
New call restriction technology automatically recognises anti-social calls and blocks them
from InLink digital street units
InLinkUK and BT have introduced a new automatic call blocking feature on all InLink digital
street units, in a drive to prevent misuse of the free calls service provided to the public. It is
the first development of its kind to be introduced on a UK public street phone.
In direct response, and as part of the InLink management strategy, both InLinkUK and BT
have worked closely with the police and a number of local councils to design and implement
the new call blocking technology which prevents the misuse of the units’ free calls service,
while allowing communities to continue to benefit from the wide ranging benefits of the
InLinks.
The new service - which has been activated across all InLinks deployed across the UK uses an algorithm to identify suspicious call patterns and phone numbers. Any identified
numbers are then blocked so that outgoing calls from any InLink in the UK cannot be made
to those numbers.
Using anonymised data, the algorithm examines a range of factors including the frequency
of attempted and connected calls, the length and distribution of such calls, as well as
insights provided by the authorities. Initial results have shown that less than half a percent of
total numbers called across the InLink network are associated with anti-social behaviour.
These numbers have now been successfully blocked.
InLinkUK and BT have been able to rapidly roll out the new technology across the entire
InLink network thanks to the units’ modular design and advanced digital capabilities. The
existing technical solution to prevent outgoing calls from selected InLinks to all mobile
numbers will also remain in place where agreed with councils or the police.
InLinkUK and BT are both committed to making a positive contribution to the communities in
which the InLinks operate. Both parties have collaborated with the police and local councils,
in delivering this new investment in InLink technology aimed at helping the authorities to
address anti-social behaviour issues.
Manchester is one example of a city council with whom BT and InLinkUK have been working
closely to address such issues. Councillor Pat Karney, Manchester City Council, said: "It's
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great to see the InLinks continue to adapt based on feedback from the council, police and
wider community. Reducing opportunities for misuse while still providing useful services is
just one aspect of tackling crime and anti-social behaviour in Manchester, but it is important
we address it at the earliest opportunity. Together with local police and other partners, we
will continue to work hard to tackle the underlying issues of substance abuse, drug dealing
and related crime and anti-social behaviour here in Manchester.”
Matt Bird, General Manager at InLinkUK, said: “We are pleased that our ongoing
collaboration with local authorities has resulted in the development of this brand new
technology. We are committed to ensuring the InLinks are a welcomed and valued part of
the communities they serve, and our investment into the development of this call restriction
feature means we are able to readily identify misuse and quickly put a stop to it, whilst still
providing a positive free service to local communities across the UK.”
Neil Scoresby, General Manager, Payphones, BT, said: “The speed at which we’ve
introduced this new technology demonstrates our commitment to working with the authorities
and local communities to address any concerns around anti-social issues and the InLinks.
Developed and implemented by BT, the new call blocking feature will ensure that InLinks
continue to be enjoyed by users in genuine need of the free, digital services provided by the
units.”
The roll out and operation of InLinks in urban centres across the UK is based on an
exclusive partnership between BT and London-based tech startup InLinkUK.
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Notes to editors:
About InLinkUK
InLinkUK is a London-based tech start up, working in exclusive partnership with BT on the
removal of a large number of existing payphones, and installation of a smaller number of
InLinks, that provide communities with a range of free digital services.
In doing so InLinkUK and BT are creating the InLinkUK from BT service, revolutionising
streetscapes and helping provide a connected city solution that delivers the fastest and most
robust free public Wi-Fi service in the UK.
Improving local amenity and providing direct benefits for the community, the services offered
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by each InLink are available free for everyone, as they are funded through the inclusion of
static commercial advertising, alongside Council and community content on the two digital
display screens, in the same manner as commercial television.
Each InLink provides communities with an unprecedented suite of essential urban tools for
free, including ultrafast Wi-Fi, phone calls, wayfinding, device charging, an emergency 999
call button, public messaging capabilities, as well as a platform for technical innovations.
InLinkUK was created through a joint venture between Intersection, the urban innovation
company behind LinkNYC, and Primesight, a leading UK out-of-home media company.
Learn more at http://www.inlinkuk.com
BT’s Wi-Fi network in the UK

BT already operates the biggest network in the UK, giving customers unlimited access to the
most extensive Wi-Fi coverage with more than five million hotspots.
For images, see The BT Media Image library and Telefocus - historical images from BT
Archives.

About BT
BT’s purpose is to use the power of communications to make a better world. It is one of the
world’s leading providers of communications services and solutions, serving customers in
180 countries. Its principal activities include the provision of networked IT services globally;
local, national and international telecommunications services to its customers for use at
home, at work and on the move; broadband, TV and internet products and services; and
converged fixed-mobile products and services. BT consists of four customer-facing units:
Consumer, Enterprise, Global Services and Openreach.
For the year ended 31 March 2018, BT Group’s reported revenue was £23,723m with
reported profit before taxation of £2,616m.
British Telecommunications plc (BT) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of BT Group plc and
encompasses virtually all businesses and assets of the BT Group. BT Group plc is listed on
stock exchanges in London and New York. For more information, visit www.btplc.com

